Statement of a General Problem:
• An "engine" loses mass into its surroundings • the surroundings are "messy" and the outflow collides with nearby "stuff" • by observing the results of this collision, we can learn about the engine, its environment, and the relation between the engine and the environment • Concentrate on: Massive outflows from massive (non-exploding) stars • neglect interesting phenomena like magneto-hydrodynamic interactions in winds of lower mass stars and AGB Types of Interactions:
• Stellar outflows can collide with -pre-existing clouds -earlier ejecta -winds from a companion -a companion -itself
• All these collisions can produce observable emission from shocked gas
• Typical velocities 100-1000 km/s ⇒ T ~ 10 6 K A (non)canonical example: Eta Carinae X-ray continuum (Corcoran et al. 1995) Inner: optically thick thermal
Outer: optically thin thermal; NT?
3 cm. continuum (Duncan et al. 1995) Continued Variability
• Monitoring since 1992 in radio and X-ray regimes showed continuous variability • Damineli (1996) showed evidence of a 5.5 year period from ground-based spectra • apparent simultaneous variations in ground-based optical, IR, radio and X-rays suggest periodically varying emission: colliding winds? • one star or two?
Radio and X-ray Monitoring of Eta Car Self-Colliding Winds
• Radiatively driven winds intrinsically unstable to doppler perturbations (Lucy & Solomon 1970; Feldmeier 1998) . Shocks can form and produce observable emission -X-rays: soft, non-variable -NT radio?
• Dipolar magnetic field (few hundred G at surface) embedded in a wind can produce magnetically confined wind shock (Babel & Montmerle 1997) -rotationally modulated -hard emission -explains θ 1 Ori C?
